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A thoughtful, accessible work on the beauty of love and the splendor of the body, inspired by
Pope John Paul II.Christianity has long been regarded as viewing the body as a threat to a
person's spiritual nature and of denying its sexual dimension. In 1979, Pope John Paul II
departed from this traditional dichotomy and offered an integrated vision of the human body and
soul. In a series of talks that came to be known as “the theology of the body,” he explained the
divine meaning of human sexuality and why the body provides answers to fundamental
questions about our lives.In Called to Love, Carl Anderson, chairman of the world’s largest
catholic service organization, and Fr. Jose Granados discuss the philosophical and religious
significance of “the theology of the body” in language at once poetic and profound. As they
explain, the body speaks of God, it reveals His goodness, and it also speaks of men and women
and their vocation to love. Called to Love brings to life the tremendous gift John Paul II bestowed
on humanity and gives readers a new understanding of the Christian way of love and how to
embrace it fully in their lives.

“Carl Anderson and Father José Granados write with a clarity, beauty, and intelligence that make
these pages a joy to read. But it’s the content that makes this book so important. In a culture that
increasingly devalues human life, this is a compelling, wonderfully readable reflection on ‘the
theology of the body’ and the meaning of human love and sexuality. I highly recommend it.”—
The Most Reverend Charles J. Chaput, O.F.M. Cap., Archbishop of PhiladelphiaAbout the
AuthorCARL ANDERSON, New York Times bestselling author, is the chief executive officer and
chairman of the board of the Knights of Columbus. He held various positions of the Executive
Office of the President from 1983 to 1987, was a member of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, and has taught at the Pontifical Institute for Studies on Marriage and Family in Rome. FR.
JOSE GRANADOS is assistant professor of patrology and sytematic theology at the Pontifical
John Paul II Institute for Studies on Marriage and Family at the Catholic University of America in
Washington, D.C.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter IThe Body
Manifests the PersonWE BEGAN OUR JOURNEY OF REFLECTION IN THIS BOOK with John
Paul II's identification of the key difference between man and the rest of the visible creation: "The
rushing stream cannot wonder... but man can wonder!" (RT, 8). This wonder, we went on to see,
is called forth by the richness of our experience of life-especially by the experience of love. Our
task now is to ponder the indispensable role the body plays in this many-faceted experience of
wonder.Experience and MeaningWe all face the temptation to let life's current carry us along-to
"go with the flow" without any resistance. But if we simply let a flood of experiences wash over
us, we are in danger of losing the meaning of our lives. A recent survey of teenagers in
Southampton, United Kingdom, revealed that this danger is anything but purely theoretical. The



respondents, it turned out, possessed only a limited vocabulary to express the emotional quality
of their response to the world. These teens suffered from what has been called "affective
illiteracy": the inability to grasp and express the meaning of the experiences generated in us by
our encounter with the world around us. It isn't enough, then, simply to let our experiences wash
over us. We need to plumb their depth. This exploration isn't a matter of "sampling" as many
possibilities as we can, or of ratcheting up the volume of our existence, but requires us to ask
ourselves questions such as these: Are we capable of distinguishing between experiences that
build up our happiness and experiences that tear it down? Are we able to discern in our
experiences something like a compass for our life's journey? In a word: Are we capable of
perceiving the meaning of our experiences?We tend to put experience and meaning in separate
boxes. We have already seen why this won't work. When man experiences the world, he
necessarily experiences himself in the process. For the same reason, man's experience of the
world always involves an at least minimal search for the meaning of his life. The sight of a
majestic mountainscape doesn't just reveal the wonder of creation; it also affords us an
opportunity to lay hold of our innate capacity for beauty and wonder. Since the question of man
emerges from our contact with the world, experience always goes together with a search for
meaning. Even the refusal to embark on this search is an answer to the question of meaning.We
had the experience, we missed the meaningAnd approach to the meaning restores the
experienceIn a different form.These lines from T. S. Eliot's poem "The Dry Salvages" underscore
the point that meaning is not foreign to experience. Quite the contrary, meaning is an integral
part of experience. So much so, in fact, that meaning makes our experience properly human in
the first place. John Paul II's insight into this unity of meaning and experience guided his
reflection on the theology of the body, which begins with an effort to recollect the authentic "feel"
of man's experience in light of its deepest meaning. In a word, the pope guides us through the
labyrinth of our lives using the golden thread of what he calls "original experiences." So what is
an "original experience"?The Original ExperienceJohn Paul II invites us to seek the true depth of
our experience. Actually, it is Christ himself who first entrusted this task to us. When the
Pharisees asked him, "Is it lawful to divorce one's wife for any cause?" (Matt. 19:3), he didn't list
minimum sufficient grounds for divorce, but went instead to the heart of the matter: Is it really
possible to love another person forever? The Pharisees clearly assumed that the answer was no.
This assumption reflects their (and our) hardness of heart, and it speaks volumes about man's
alienation from the root of his experience of love.Christ came to retrieve and fulfill this root of
love, and he therefore replies to the Pharisees by telling them to reread the creation accounts in
the book of Genesis. He thus invites his questioners to recover the depth of their experience in
the mirror of God's original intention for human love. John Paul II takes Christ at his word. As we
know, Genesis presents two different accounts of creation, and John Paul II devotes
considerable attention to both. Let's start with his reflections on the first narrative (Gen. 1:1-2:3),
which lights up the true shape of our experience of everyday life in the blaze of God's Word.The
biblical text unfurls the rich tapestry of creation with all of its color and variety. It places man at



the summit of the whole created world and underscores his special privilege of being made in
the image and likeness of God. The words "image and likeness" signal the overture to the
covenant between God and man in the Bible. They tell us that from the beginning man is the one
to whom God addresses his Word and whose special status lies in his capacity to answer this
divine call.The Bible's affirmation of man's dignity as the "image and likeness of God," which
comes at the end of the first creation account, calls for further commentary, because it still
leaves open how man is meant to respond to the Creator. Answering this question is the job that
falls to the second creation story (Gen. 2:4-3:24), which can thus be seen as the natural
continuation of the first. After we've listened to the creative voice of God in the first account, we
perceive man's answering voice in the second. The second creation narrative enables us to
rediscover the inner experience through which we are to respond to the Creator's call.In other
words, the second creation account shifts the point of view of the story: Now it's man who
speaks and reveals his interior world. This account doesn't just observe man from the outside; it
presents the human journey of wonderment from man's own point of view. By putting us in man's
shoes as he was in the beginning, the second creation account unfolds the "original
experiences" we spoke of just now. John Paul II sums up these experiences under the three
headings of "original solitude," "original unity," and "original nakedness."Before going on to
describe these original experiences, though, we should stop to ask ourselves whether we really
can describe them, or even have any access to them at all. How can anyone retrieve events that
supposedly took place at the very dawn of history? Even if we could do so, we would still face a
further difficulty: Aren't the original experiences John Paul II describes permeated by a purity
and innocence sin has extinguished in our hearts? How can experiences belonging to a sunken
past help us attain happiness here and now?Fortunately, man's original experiences of the
beginning have in fact never been totally lost. Two images help illustrate the abiding presence of
the beginning in the midst of our everyday reality.The first image comes from J. R. R. Tolkien's
The Silmarillion, which opens with a "creation myth" that compares God's creative design to a
piece of music. As Tolkien goes on to relate, Melkor, the dark angel, becomes jealous of God's
creative power and tries to introduce a discordant note of his own into the celestial orchestra.
Yet, as God reminds Melkor, even this disharmony cannot destroy the pattern of the original
music. On the contrary, even Melkor's rebellion will be woven (against his intention) into the final
master theme all creation will sing to God's glory.Similarly, we can compare the three original
experiences John Paul II refers to with a primordial music that, while distorted through sin, has
never completely been destroyed by it. If we listen inattentively, we will hear only noise. If,
however, we keep silent and turn our ear to the hidden pattern beneath the noise, we can still
discern the original melody that reflects the Creator's wise design. Actually, it's only because the
original harmony still resonates in the background that we can hear the dissonance as the
disruption it is.Another way of putting this is that the original experiences are not "original" only in
the sense that they happened at the beginning of human history. We call the original
experiences "original" because they lie at the basis of every other experience and provide the



theme for every other music we compose with our lives. Our use of "original," then, has the same
double meaning as the Greek word archŽ, which signifies both a temporal beginning and the
foundations of a building. This leads us to the second image that illustrates the continuing
accessibility of man's original experiences.As the facade of Saint Peter's Basilica was being
cleaned recently in preparation for the Jubilee of the year 2000, the workers were surprised by
the green color of the marble surrounding the central windows. Some even thought that the
chemical agents used to clean the building were destroying the marble's original color.
Consultation of the original plans for the basilica, however, brought to light that this green was
indeed the true color of the stone. It's just that it had been covered in grime for so long that no
one could recollect its original appearance.A similar grime builds up over our attitude toward life.
As children, we live close to the original experiences of Adam and Eve, but as we grow up their
freshness is progressively polluted by layers of routine and mechanization. The French
philosopher Gabriel Marcel once said that we are the bureaucrats of our own existence, who
have buried our original contact with life under mountains of paperwork and procedures that
impair our capacity to discern the human drama lying beneath them. If Marcel is right, then the
child is closer to man's original experiences, but the adult has almost forgotten them (but not
quite). Since the original experiences hover as a vague memory on the borders of our adult
awareness, the effort to recover them demands something like a retrieval and healing of these
almost obliterated childhood memories. This doesn't mean that we should turn our back on
adulthood. Rather our task is to integrate the child's primal contact with life into our adult
consciousness. This retrieval unlocks the deep meaning of Jesus's command: "Unless you turn
and become like children, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven" (see Matt. 18:3).Of course,
only the encounter with Christ enables a total recovery of our original experiences. By the same
logic, since the Church preserves the living memory of Christ's presence, it is she who also
keeps alive the memory of the beginning. As John Paul II wrote in his last book, Memory and
Identity:What is at issue here is not only the mystery of Christ. In him, it is the mystery of man
that is revealed from the beginning. There is probably no other text on the origins of man so
simple and yet so complete as that contained in the first three chapters of the Book of Genesis.
Here not only do we find an account of the creation of man as male and female, but his particular
vocation in the universe is made abundantly clear... The Church preserves within herself the
memory of man's history from the beginning: the memory of his creation, his vocation, his
elevation, and his fall. Within this essential framework the whole of human history, the history of
Redemption, is written. The Church is a mother who, like Mary, treasures in her heart the story of
her children, making all their problems her own.John Paul II invites us, then, on a quest for the
original experiences that make sense out of our lives and point man toward his true fulfillment.
He calls us to accompany Adam in his search for his identity, for Adam's search is ours, too. The
reader should bear in mind that we will be using the name "Adam" in three different ways in the
rest of this book. First of all, "Adam" means man in the inclusive sense of "human being"; "Adam"
in this first generally accepted meaning refers to every member of the human race, whether man



or woman. Second, "Adam" sometimes refers explicitly to the male, whereas "Eve" stands for the
female. Whenever we use the name "Adam" in this second sense, we will try to make it clear that
he cannot be understood apart from the woman who, while different from him, is his equal in
dignity. Third, "Adam" is a character in several of Karol Wojtyla's plays. Which of these three
meanings "Adam" has at any given point in the discussion should be clear from the
context.Original SolitudeJohn Paul II's Roman Triptych describes man's search for meaning that
begins with the experience of wonder. This search is a journey to the Source:If you want to find
the source,you have to go up, against the current.Break through, search, don't yield,you know it
must be here somewhere.Where are you?... Source, where are you?! (RT, 9)Having grasped this
point, we are ready to turn to the second creation account in the book of Genesis, which
retrieves the deepest meaning of human experience in the light of man's relation to this Source,
whose freshness John Paul II invites us to taste with our own lips.The Bible relates that God
forms Adam from the clay of the ground, imparts to him the breath of life, and then says: "It is not
good that the man should be alone" (Gen. 2:18). According to Genesis, then, Edenic man,
though surrounded by every kind of plant and animal, felt alone. Adam experienced what John
Paul II calls "original solitude."Original solitude doesn't just mean that Adam lacked Eve. Original
solitude is not a mere deficit that is subsequently filled out by the creation of the woman. For
John Paul II, the experience of original solitude remains even after Eve's appearance in the
Garden. Original solitude is an essential experience of the human being, both male and female;
it remains at the root of every other human experience and so accompanies man throughout his
whole life's journey. Let's look more closely at how original solitude shapes human existence.The
term "original solitude" underscores man's uniqueness when compared with the other kinds of
beings that surround him, which do not belong to the same order of magnitude as he does.
Original solitude is thus another way of expressing man's special dignity, which rests on the
basis of his unique privilege of being fashioned in the image and likeness of God as his partner
in a dialogue of love. Man is the only living being on earth whom God addresses as a father
addresses his son. In a word, original solitude is man's special relationship with his Creator.John
Paul II explores this aspect of original solitude in Roman Triptych. For man, the pope writes, "it is
not enough to exist and go his way." Why not? Because man is "alone in his wonderment,
among many beings incapable of wonder" (RT, 8). The wonderment that prompts man to seek
his own identity is both a discovery and an expression of his original solitude before God. In the
words of Saint Augustine: "You have made us for yourself, and our heart is restless until it rests
in you."According to the biblical account, God molds Adam out of the dust of the ground and
places him in the middle of the Garden of Eden, where there is abundant water and vegetation-
tokens of God's care for his creature. These images vividly illustrate man's solidarity with the
material creation. Scripture uses the term "flesh" (in Hebrew, basar) to designate this
membership in the material universe. "Flesh" is not merely the physical side of man. Rather, the
whole man is "flesh" insofar as he exists in relationship with nature and his fellow human
beings.Since he is "flesh," Adam's discovery of his original solitude before God is not the result



of some effortful introspection, but of an immediate encounter with the world that (according to
the Bible) he gains by tilling the garden and naming the animals that God brings before him. A
crucially important corollary follows from this: Original solitude is revealed in the human body.
We don't do justice to original solitude by fleeing from the body, but by refining our lived
experience of bodily life and learning from the inside what it is like to be a living body.Read more
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T. Phillips, “This books needs SO many more reviews...life-changing. I haven't reviewed a book
in a long time but felt the great impact of this book needs to be emphasized. I am listening to the
audio version and am 3 hours in but it made such an impact on me I had to review on my
impression so far. This book, is quite simply, one of the best books that i've heard or read in my
entire life. It was a central hub to my own personal quest in meaning in my life and love. In initially
looking at morality and the purpose of it all I ended up having to make this sort of "outline" thing
to see how a bunch of these ideas connected. The books I was uniting idea-wise were the
following: The male and female differences with Adam and Eve I was primed for it and books like
Captivating and Wild at Heart by Eldredge and Brain Sex by Anne Moir and David Jessel was an
interesting look at very general statistical biological differences between men and women. The
fact that science doesn't tell it all and meaning to be found beyond it I was primed with the
philosopher and scientist Michael Polanyi in the book Everyman Revived : The common Sense
of Michael Polanyi by Drusilla Scott, which saves us from being mere brutes to evolutionary
forces but ruled by higher principles as far as I can tell anyway more tellingly in "Life's Irreducible
Structure found here" [...]. That God as something beyond that of the the philosophers of pure
thought but relationship I encountered in Introduction to Christianity by Benedict XVI p. 143-148.
Less directly Family and Civilization by Zimmerman attempts a look at family and the
relationship to civilization. In my own look at morality and connecting ideas from The Closing of
the American Mind by Bloom, Catholic Social Teaching in general, Reasons to Believe by Scott
Hahn, The Logic of the Heart by James Peters, Crossing the Threshold of Hope John Paul II,
Parenting With Grace by Popcack, Our Babies, Ourselves : How Babies and Culture Shape the
Way We Parent by Small, Your Childs' Growing Mind by Healy, The Fulfillment of All Desire by
Ralph Martin, Logicomix by Doxiadis and Papadimitrou, The Continuum Concept: In Search of
Happiness Lost by Liedloff, Introduction to Philosophy by Jacques Maritain, The Dialectics of
Secularization On Reason and Religion by Habermas and Ratzinger, Without Roots: The West,
Relativism, Christianity, and Islam by Pope Benedict XVI and Pera, The End of the Modern
World by Romano Guardini, 50 Philosophy Ideas by Ben Dupre,The Intercollegiate Review Vol.
41 No. 1 with "The Homeless Modern" by Mark T. Mitchell", After Virtue by Alisdair MacIntyre,a
speech by Pope Benedict XVI [...]and well, I really could go on and on other themes of books.
The point is, between all these books that may not seem connected, through philosophy (which
deals with our deepest questions) they were, and this particular book about pope John Paul II's
Theology of the Body just resonated deeply with deep, very deep philosophical assumptions in
the culture today with philosophy and things like the enlightenment and philosophy throughout
history serving as a big player. I can't possibly summarize what I'm still working on to integrate
how philosophy affects so many things from how we say we know x, to how we view human
nature and things like psychology etc..and probably gratefully the book doesn't do this.
Reductionism is mentioned by name though. Some ideas that connected (and realize not



always directly) for me were relativism, reductionism, nominalism, the problem of universals,
positivism, how can we know God exists or not, sorites paradox, natural law, logic, yin-yang,
Russell's Paradox, faith and reason and how we approach truth, how we approach God, how we
approach government, which people might want to separate and not see how CONNECTED
everything is because of our thinking. Actually, one of the critiques of reductionsim seems to be
denying this very thing, that more than one factor can play a role. Not all of it connected directly
but it all connected in one way or another. Did you know if you went to wiki and clicked on the
first linked word not in parenthesis or italics you get to philosophy? It sort of connects it all. So
yes, it all connects. I had to write it all out myself to really see and organize more clearly HOW
everything connected loosely focused on morality. I can't really describe it all well here as self-
expression is not my strong suit. How we approach love gets affected by our thoughts. Basically
we all want to be happy and have a yearning with the heart and mind playing a role in what we
do with that yearning. The role of the heart and mind play in response to this is affected by our
ideas about the world. We all want to be happy and to be loved and the yearn for the true, good
and beautiful. Pope John Paul II's theology of the body presented in this book resonated deeply
with me and though it didn't get into some deep philosophical lecture, what it has mentioned I
was able to find connections to the books already mentioned earlier in maybe not very obvious
ways, and in a sense this book helped bring it all together for me because of all I'd looked at
previously, as a central hub for connecting ideas about love and what truly makes us happy, a
morality in a love that is true and answering the meaning of life. God is love, a person, and
therefore relational and this reflects into reality. Something it does mention explicitly in the book
however is reductionism, a good definition as any isAn attempt or tendency to explain a complex
set of facts, entities, phenomena, or structures by another, simpler set: "For the last 400 years
science has advanced by reductionism ... The idea is that you could understand the world, all of
nature, by examining smaller and smaller pieces of it. When assembled, the small pieces would
explain the whole" (John Holland).Read more: [...]Polanyi did a critique on reductionism
summarized here from wiki ( I know, I know not the most reliable source...anyway)Critique of
reductionism In "Life's irreducible structure" (1968),[5] Polanyi argues that the information
contained in the DNA molecule is irreducible to physics and chemistry. Although a DNA
molecule cannot exist without physical properties, these properties are constrained by higher
level ordering principles. In "Transcendence and Self-transcendence" (1970),[6] Polanyi
criticizes the mechanistic world view that modern science has inherited from Galileo. Polanyi
advocates emergence i.e. the claim that there are several levels of reality, and causality. His
argument relies on the assumption that boundary conditions supply degrees of freedom that
instead of being random are determined by higher level realities whose properties are
dependent, but distinct, from the lower level from which they emerge. The process by which
meanings are generated shows us that intentions are downward causal forces. Mind is a higher
level expression of our capacity for discrimination. Our pursuit of self-set ideals such as truth and
justice enriches our awareness of the world. The reductionistic attempt to reduce higher level



realities into lower level realities generates what Polanyi describes as a moral inversion, in which
the higher is rejected in favour of the lower. This inversion is pursued with moral passion. Polanyi
identifies it as a pathology of the modern mind, and traces its origins to a false conception of
knowledge; which although relatively harmless in the formal sciences, generates nihilism in the
humanities[...]Now you may not come from it with this background knowledge nor does it go into
all that philosophical "mumbo-jumbo" but it is still profound in it's applications of true love. I am
just a very avid reader with a desire like a raving furnace to know truth and had a large schema
that I took with me when reading and I read quite voraciously. Your schema is probably different
than mine. Listening to this I felt it sort released some inner tension and restlessness that had so
driven my reading. I finally achieved some sort of rest. It all came together, the nature of man, the
nature of reality (please realize it doesn't get all above your head philosophical, what I'm talking
about is implicit in it for me after so much reading, not some treatise in this book. I've been
making a preface and outline to help give some organization to my thoughts and they are ending
up longer than I anticipated! My preface for my outline has been like 53 pages and my outline
80some pages and they're not even done! I just need a visual way to organize! So yes this was
my schema!) and the nature of fulfillment. In sum, indeed Lord, our hearts ARE restless until they
rest in you who IS love. This book will show you how to make the reflection of divine love
manifest in your human love. We can reject him with our wills and mind but He will still draw us
with our hearts pining for the infinite, the beautiful, the true, the good. Our desire then and our
sense of wonder are our guides. The story of Jesus is the greatest love story ever told. It takes
me a while to distill things and I'm still listening, and I tend to overthink, but perhaps the following
is a good reflection of just a small part John Paul II's theology of the body....?Our souls exist at
the level of gender and we manifest the nature of God through being male or female....Pleasure
is achieved in relation to others as for example our bodies manifest...We swing from the puritan
duty-rule bound mode suppressing desires with mere decision of will and the hedonistic sex,
sex, sex where the desire is continually trying to be quenched by filling it but is never satiated
wanting more based on instincts emotions. The way shown here is the balance in between. men
and women help to make manifest the presence of love, and therefore God on earth...and for the
physical there are spiritual equals. And yes, sex is pleasure, but it can't be just about that or you
reduce the other persons as means to pleasure, an object. Sex is meant to reflect and point to
something even greater. Love is a gift and if not given freely, but with fear of what the other
person may or may not do, then it is slavery to the other person and to yourself and you are not
free. Paradoxically, it is when this kind of love is given freely that we truly receive, for this type of
love receives its pleasure in its giving.18 There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear,
because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect in love.(1 John
4:18)It's about what it means to be human and what it means to bring true happiness.In learning
to love, we learn to live! THIS is the meaning of life.As John Paul II said in Love and
Responsibility p. 83-84"The person who truly loves longs for the true good of the other with no
ulterior motive, no selfish consideration. This is the purest form of love and it brings the greatest



fulfillment."It is with this in mind that I say that this is one of the best books I have ever
encountered in my life.”

Heidi Grether Inc., “the true gospel. I started reading this book because a friend of mine had
such a transformation in her life, going from promiscuous to joyfully chaste as a result of a slight
study of Theology of the Body. Expecting a discourse on why we are not to have sex before
marriage, I have been shocked at the journey God has me on to discovering His deep Father's
love for all of us, and the dignity that love imbeds into my being.This book is rich, deep,
insightful, and poetic. The author uses amazing word pictures. I can see the gospel according
to the yelling evangelists from the Protestant Church was not, in fact, the whole or true
gospel.We were brought forth to know HIm, to love Him, to be known by and loved by HIm. We
got entangled in sin and Jesus Christ comes to free us from original sin to return us to Original
Innocence, Solitude and Unity- all places of loving Him and being in AWE of His faithful
care.This is THE BOOK OF BOOKS if you wan to grow closer to Christ and those around your
life.”

KeepItRealReviewer, “Absolutely Awesome. I have read many books and listened to many CDs
regarding Theology of the Body from Christopher West and others. This CD set blows the
others out of the water in its clarity, depth and comprehensiveness.The authors do a stupendous
job of explaining a very complicated "Theology of the Body" with many examples especially from
JPII's play "The Jeweler's Shop".This book/CD makes JPII's "Theology of the Body" come alive
in power and depth. If you have any interest in JPII's "Theology of the Body", this is the best and
most profound resource I have found. I can't recommend it highly enough especially given the
scarcity of quality material on this powerful and profound theology.I am studying for a Doctorate
in Ministry and I can tell you that you don't have to have a graduate degree to understand this
but if you did have a graduate degree you would appreciate the depth of JPII's theology and
recognize that you need to find a way to incorporate it into your professional work or research. -
Keepin' It Real”

Davide Bianchini, “Taking it to the next level of TOB pedagogy.... After reading the TOB and
hearing Christopher West and Jason Evert through the years, I was not expecting to find such
refreshingly new insight into the Theology of the Body. If you are looking for a probing and
thoughtful analysis of the TOB, this book should be in your top 5 (along with Saint Thomas'
articles in the Summa regarding the soul's relation to the body). It does *not* provide a cursory
summary of TOB, nor does it take the counter-puritan approach of Christopher West. Instead, it
seems to span more broadly, helping us to shift our entire way of seeing the world. As Fr.
Thomas Loya often says (who himself is a wonderful proponent of TOB), this is more about
rediscovering a truly sacramental worldview; a Catholic ethos; the way of interfacing with the
world that God intended for us, but we somehow lost along the way.”



JMS, “One of my favorite books. I greatly recommend it if you are .... One of my favorite books. I
greatly recommend it if you are searching for a greater understanding of love and how to love.”

JORGE F DECORDOVA, “I strongly recommend it.. It is an outstanding summary of an essential
topic for our time. I strongly recommend it.”

paul, “Five Stars. it is very nice.”

K D Russell, “Four Stars. A good book”

Leonard, “Beautiful.. True love.”

The book by Carl Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 64 people have provided feedback.
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